
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Black Sheep: The Darker Side of Felt 

As the most ancient constructed textile in the world, felt has a long and fascinating history, as its uses range 

from constructing military armour to housing, to cosy winter garments and conceptual art. Black Sheep: The 

Darker Side of Felt explores the edgier side of this extraordinary and overlooked material with work from 

artists based in the UK and beyond. Curator of the show Laura Mabbutt, herself an accomplished felt-maker, 

says “I hope this exhibition will give this unique and versatile medium the accolades it deserves and will 

highlight the many contemporary applications of this ancient material beyond its stereotypical ‘fuzzy felt’ 

reputation.” 

The exhibition focuses on three-dimensional work, setting aside the idea of textiles as only sheet material 

and highlighting the potential and extraordinary abilities of felt. There is a specially commissioned piece by 

Stephanie Metz which illustrates further the somewhat disturbing, bizarre oddities and technically brilliant 

objects made using felt. Alongside the show, a handling collection includes work from the International 

Feltmakers Association (IFA).  

 

Clockwise: Goldenrod, Avocado, Fervor by Horst Couture; Holy Bowl 3 by Gladys Paulus; Cycle (detail) by Maria Friese. Images 

by Scott Murray. 



Featured Artists 

Horst Couture’s vibrantly coloured theatrical gowns are all unique and one-offs, sculpted in felt with 
dramatic aesthetics and features. Thomas Horst relishes the unpredictability of felt and challenges 
himself to produce garments without stitches, seams and fastenings. 

Dutch-Canadian artist Marjolein Dallinga originally trained as a painter but later decided to delve into a 
creative practice in textiles and felt. As a maker and also a teacher, she creates theatrical costumes and 
props for internationally renowned Cirque du Soleil and continues to exhibit internationally.  

Maria Friese (Lichtenstein/Germany/France) specialises in creation of ‘monumental’ felt works. Friese 
plays with scale in her practice, creating some work large enough to enfold humans, taking inspiration 
from the cycles of nature, as seen in seeds and flowers. 
 
East Sussex based Barbara Keal’s aim to create a hat for everyone in the world, inspired by real and 
imaginary animals, has led to commissions by TV programmes and also fashion displays. This show 
includes Heterochromia Ram, a piece specially commissioned by the NCCD. 

Stephanie Metz lives and works in California, creating work that is inspired by overly domesticated 
creatures, especially those whose form has overgrown their function”. The results are bizarre and 
extraordinary pieces of sculpted felt. Part of her Teddy Bear Skulls series includes a commissioned piece, 
Ursulus Teodorus Ruxpinus, which encapsulates her playful but unsettling practice.  

Emerging maker Rachel Olin works in sculptural textiles, often in felt, and describes herself as “an artist 
in progress”. To accompany Black Sheep, Rachel has created works depicting the Seven Deadly Sins as a 
series of curious provocative creatures, made with great wit and a sharp eye for detail.  

Gladys Paulus, originally from the Netherlands, focuses on felt in a theatrical and ritualistic sense, as 
well as creating challenging but simplistic aesthetical works. With her series Holy Bowls, the pieces 
appear to be ceramic but on closer inspection they are in fact, felt. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black Sheep: The Darker Side of Felt will be touring to:  

 The Knitting & Stitching Show, Alexandra Place, London, N22 7AY, 8 – 12 October 2014.   

 The Knitting & Stitching Show, RDS, Dublin, Republic of Ireland, 30 October – 2 November 2014. 

 The Knitting & Stitching Show, Harrogate International Centre, Harrogate HG1 5LA,  
20 - 23 November 2014.  

 Bilston Craft Gallery, Wolverhampton, WV14 7LU, 
6 December 2014 – 31 January 2015.  

 Gallery Oldham, Oldham, OL1 1AL, 14 February – 9 May 2015.  

 Platform Gallery, Clitheroe, Lancs, BB7 2JT, 18 July – 3 October 2015. 
A touring show from The National Centre for Craft and Design. 

Left to right: Feral Nanny Goat, He Donkey, The Nubian Goat, Black Ram & She Donkey by Barbara Keal. Image by Scott Murray. 


